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SCHWA INSERTION IN BERBER:
1

UN PROBLEME DE CHOIX

by

Jilali Saib

Department of Linguistics

University of California, Los Angeles

The question of whether schwas are inserted or present in underlying
representations of CpC2 and CqC2C3 verb stems in Berber is examined

here in detail. This examination consists of proposing, motivating,
and evaluating a number of analyses possible within the generative

framework. It also considers recent proposals concerning "abstract-

ness" and "concreteness" of underlying representations, and alterna-

tive orderings of phonological rules. It is concluded that a "total-
ly concrete" analysis — i.e. with underlying schwas — is superior
to other less concrete ones, chief among them the "totally abstract

analysis" — with consonants only. The implications of this conclu-

sion are discussed and suggestions for further research are made.
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1. INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM

One of the most intriguing problems in Berber phonology concerns the status and behavior of
schwa. As seen in (1)

,

(1) i u

a.

most Berber languages, spoken throughout North Africa, have a simple underlying vowel system.
However, on the surface, a fourth vowel, 2 schwa, occurs with great frequency. In fact, certain
verbs, which are given in their citation form 3 in (2) have only schwa:

(2) [axSsm] 'to work' [ansj 'to wear'

LazSay] 'to dwell' [dar] 'to go down'

This fourth vowel differs from the three vowels in (1) in that its occurrence is restricted.
As exemplified in (3), the other vowels occur in both closed and open syllables, while schwa
occurs only in closed syllables: 4

(3) closed syllable open syllable

[as] 'to you' [sa] 'something'

[as] 'to give' *[sa]

Moreover, the exact position of schwas is totally predictable. Returning, for example, to the
phonetic verb forms in (2), we note, as indicated in (4), that schwa occurs either before a
word- final consonant or before two consonants (or a geminate): 5

2
The question of whether this schwa arises historically through vowel reduction as is the
case in a great many languages (e.g. classical Arabic kataba, Moroccan Arabic [aktab] 'he

wrote'), or is an underlying vowel in its own right is a very interesting question but one
which I will not take up here. The problem of schwa and all the questions related to it

will be taken up in detail in my forthcoming Doctoral Dissertation.

3
In Berber the Citation Form which happens to be the Imperative Singular, is the least morph-
ologically marked form. The data presented here are given in broad phonetic transcription.
A dot under a consonant indicates that that consonant is pharyngeal i zed.

4
The data presented in this paper from Tamaziyt (Ait Ndhir). One Berber language to which
this statement will not apply is Twareg, which according to De Foucauld [1920] later con-
firmed by Prasse [1960:58-60], does exhibit instances of CaCV (e.g. te.n’dye 'act of killing',
cf. Tamaziyt OTwyf) ,

and of CdCd (e.g. efeabaA 'hill'). The only instances of CaCV in

other Berber languages (e.g. Tamaziyt x-ammm+'dn -* [xanmaman] 'they reflected on'), are

actually not counter-examples. I have a principled explanation for them: the second d

of the stem, which should have been deleted, is maintained to keep the m's apart. In my
dialect, deletion takes place in fast speech and the result is the absorption of the third
m by the geminate, yielding [xanman] with a strong geminate m.

5
This is in accordance with my paper on geminates (Saib [1973]) where it is argued that, at

least in Berber, geminates are to be treated as a sequence of two identical segments. A
convention whereby they will be redundantly specified as [+tense] is also proposed.
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Since the occurrence and exact position of schwa can be predicted, it is possible to maintain
that there are no schwas in underlying representations for the surface verb forms in ( 2 )

.

Instead, they would consist simply of three and two consonants, as in (5):

(5) /x3m/ 'to work' /ns/ 'to wear'

/z3y/ 'to dwell' /dr/ 'to go down'

It is to be noted that the underlying forms in (5) are similar to those posited for verb stems
in Semitic languages (cf. the treatment of Arabic and Hebrew verbs, for example.) In dealing
with stems like those in (5), generations of Berberists (Laoust [1918], Basset [1929] and
[1952], Abdel Massih [1968], and Penchoen [1973] simply adopted the Semitists' approach and
regarded the consonants to be the "truss" of the steins. As Basset [1952:11] put it: "Un
groupement exclusif de consonnes constitue le radical et, partant, 1 ' armature semantique du
mot."

As for the schwas, they are said to be inserted according to consonant clustering, which is in
turn based on the nature of the consonants. Thus, in /C1C2 / stems, for instance, the following
clusterings are observed (cf. Laoust [1918]): if Cq is [sonorant] ,

and C2 is [+sonorant],
clustering is prohibited, and a [a] is inserted between Cl and C2 (e.g. /dr/ 'to go down is

realized as [dar] not *[adr]: and /gn/ 'to sleep' as [gan] not *[agn]. if on the other hand
Cq is [+son] and C2 is not, clustering is allowed (e.g. /Is/ 'to wear' is pronounced [als]

not *llas]; and /nz/ 'to be sold' [anz]
,
not *[naz|.

To discuss the inadequacies of this approach would take us too far afield. Suffice it to say
that: (i) consonant clustering varies from one Berber language to another, from one speaker
to another, and even within the speech of one speaker; (ii) if followed strictly, this ap-

proach will force one to end up, as did Abdel Massih [1968:25-26], with incorrect or, at

.best, very questionable forms like these: *[nas] 'to spend the night', *[hadam] 'to demolish',
* [farah] 'to be happy'.

Returning now to the main discussion, we find that, in addition to positing underlying forms
like those in (5) , there would have to be a rule (or rules) of schwa insertion operating in

the environments given earlier in (4) . In the remainder of this paper I shall first explore
the theoretical implications of the analysis just outlined, which I will call the "totally
abstract" analysis. After pointing out certain objections one might raise against this ap-

proach, I shall then present a second analysis which avoids the shortcomings of the first.
But before continuing, a word on what is meant by "abstract" and "concrete" is in order. These
terms are used in this paper to indicate the distance from / / to

[ ] . Since the underlying
forms in (5) are far removed from their surface realizations, an analysis which posits them
would be "totally abstract." In contrast, an analysis which posits, as underlying forms, forms
like those in ( 2 ) would be a "totally concrete" one, since they are exactly identical to their
phonetic shape or representation.

2. THE ANALYSES

2.1. The Totally Abstract Analysis

In the "totally abstract" analysis a rule like the one in (6 ) is needed to take us from ab-

stract underlying forms like those in (5) to the surface forms given in (2 )

:

6

6
Rule (6 ) is written in this way so as to account for all the so-called vowel-less verb
stems, be they /C/ (cf. [as] in (3)), /C1C2C3/, or /(4C2 / (cf. (5) above), though an extra
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(6) 0 -> a/ {#, C] C W
[j

}

i}

(Condition: Directionality 7 of application: right-to-left, counting segments).

Notice two things. First, the subparts of the rule must be extrinsically ordered, and the

directionality of their application must be right- to- left, counting segments. A sample deri-

vation is given in (7)

:

(7) /#xS m#/ 'to work'

x3am (by 6i)

axSam (by 6ii)

[axSom]

As seen in (8a-b) ,
failure to observe the two conditions just mentioned leads to incorrect

surface forms:

(8) a. Wrong ordering, correct directionality:

/#x 3 m#/

xaS m (by 6ii)

xaSam (by 6i)

* [xsSom]

b. Right ordering, wrong directionality:

/# x a m#]

ax a m (by 6ii, 6i inapplicable)

axaBm (by 6ii)

axaSam (by 6i)

* [axaSam]

In (8a) an incorrect output is obtained because the subparts of the rule are applied in the

wrong order but with the correct directionality. In (8b) the subparts of the rules are

applied in the right order but with the wrong directionality. Again the output is incorrect.

The second fact about this analysis is that it requires that we distinguish between two dif-

ferent word- internal grammatical boundaries (+ and #) for the suffixes. As seen in (9), the

+ boundary has no effect on the application of rule (6)

:

8

rule of schwa movement (or schwa hopping) is needed in order to obtain the correct phonetic

output of certain /C]^/ stems especially those containing sonorants. That this is so,

one might note, should not be too alarming, as these stems have been observed to behave
strangely in other languages with respect to epenthesis. Mickey Noonan, now at San Jose
State University, informs me (personal communication) that this was the case in Pre- Indo-

European, as reconstructed by Lehmann [1952:112-113] (i.e. with Obstruents, Resonants,
Laryngeals and a "non-segmental" phone /a/, syllabicity) . Nevertheless, certain /CpC2 /

stems remain a distinct problem for a "totally abstract" analysis.

7
For a detailed discussion of Directionality and the "Directional theory," see Johnson [1970]

and Howard [1973] and the references cited there.

8
The complete list of the personal subject affixes is the following: (to be compared to those

in (19))
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(9) /#x3m+ x#/ 'I worked'

x S m a x (by 6i)

xa5m ax (by 6ii)

Lxasm a x]

While the correct form for the first person singular is obtained in (9) , an incorrect output
is observed in most dialects for the second person singular, as seen in (10)

:

(10) /#9+x3m+ 3#/ 'you (sing.) worked' (wrong boundary)

0 x 3 m a3

0 xa3m a3

a 8 xa3m a3

* [a0 xa3m a3]

In order to obtain the correct output, a stronger boundary is required before the suffix /3/
and an even stronger boundary, ##, after it.

(11) /#0+ x3m#3##/ 'you (sing.) worked' (correct boundaries)

0+ x3an#3## (by 6i)

9 x3am#3## (by 6ii)

[0 ax3am3]

Other suffixes which, likewise, require an internal word boundary and the stronger boundary
## are the second and third person feminine plural given in (12) and (13)

:

(12) /# 0+x 3m+ m#0##/ 9
'you (fern, plur.) worked'

0+x 3m+am#0##

0+xa3m a #0##

0+xa3m a #0##

[a0 xa3mam 0]

1. x 1. n

2. 0 2m. 0 m

3m. -i 2f. 0 m0

3f . 0 3m. n

3f

.

nQ

They are listed here without boundaries so as not to prejudice the issues. It should be
noted however, that the /0/ in the plural suffixes is the feminine marker (cf. also the
feminine noun formation: e.g. masc. amaz-iy 'Berber man'; fern. Q-amaz-Ly-Q 'Berber woman.')

91he strong boundary ## in (11) - (13) is needed to insure that rule (6) will not insert a

2 before the simple suffix /5/ and the /0/ of the complex suffixes /-m9/ and /-n9/ which
will result in incorrect surface forms. While some dialects allow the insertion of 2 be-
fore /s/ ,

no dialect allows such an insertion before the /0/ of the complex suffixes.
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(13) /# x3m+ n#0##/

x 3 m+on#0##

xaSm an# 6##
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[X9 3ma n 6]

'They (fem. ) worked'

(by 6i)

(by 6ii)

Again, if a + boundary is posited instead of an internal word boundary, the wrong output is
obtained as seen in (14) and (15)

:

(14) /# 0 +x3m+m+ 0#/

8 +x 3 m+m+a 0

0 +x3am+m+a0

8a +x3am+m+a 0

* [6 a x3 a mma 8 ]

(15) /# x 3 m+ n+ 8#/

x 3 m+ n a 0

x3am+ n a 8

a+x3am+ n a G

*[ ax3amna0J

'you (fem. plur.) worked'

(by 6i)

(by 6ii)

(by 6ii)

'They (fem.) worked'

(by 6i)

(by 6ii)

(by 6ii)

Since the problematic suffixes involve [3] and [0] (i.e. [+anterior, +coronal, +continuent,
-strident] segments)

, one might argue that one way of solving the problem — and hence salvage
the "Totally Abstract Analysis" — would be by stating the environment of rule (6) so as to
exclude these segments. It should be noted, however, that this restriction would further
complicate the already complicated environment of the rule. Moreover, a further restriction
making use of + would be required, viz.,

c
f

#
1 W

"iF'sj (ii)

as Berber has verb stems ending in /3/ and /9/ (e.g. [anya3] 'to become finer'; [awwa0] 'to
hit'.)

But although this abstract analysis can be made to account for the data, it leaves one with
a great deal of uneasiness. Indeed, several objections can be raised against it. For one
thing, it posits unnatural and unpronounceable underlying forms, like those in (5), for the
stems given in (2) . One might rightly question the necessity of positing such abstract under-
lying forms since Berber has other verb stems with vowels (e.g. [fafa] 'to wake up', (-trans.)
[a3u] 'to fold'). Thus, the underlying forms in (2) seem to break the pattern of Berber
morphemes. 10 However, even if one could derive all vowels in all verb stems in the language,

10
It might be argued, of course, that it is these stems which break the pattern. However,
the statistics bear my statement out. According to De Foucauld, quoted in Basset's Intro-
duction, [1929], out of a total of 1400 Twareg verbs, 400 stems are of the /CpC2C3/ type,
while 50 stems are of the /CpC2 / type. This is including borrowings from Arabic, most of
which are of the first type. Moreover, a great many verbs belonging to the basic core
vocabularly have plain vowels.
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we might still question the motivation for setting up such abstract underlying forms. In

addition, the assignment of different boundaries to certain affixes is in itself an incon-
sistency which makes this analysis look very ad hoc. It is ad hoc, first, because of the
arbitrariness of boundary assignment. There is no grammatical basis for assigning a + bound-
ary in the case of certain personal affixes, but internal word boundaries for other personal
affixes. In addition, this boundary assignment is circular: there is no other phonological
process rule in the language which distinguishes between a + boundary and an internal word
boundary #, as would the rule of schwa insertion in this "totally abstract" analysis, nor is

there a rule calling for such a liberal use of boundaries.

Moreover, the "totally abstract" analysis, as was pointed out above (cf. fn. 6) does not
handle certain /C\C2/ stems without difficulty. If the correct phonetic output of verbs like

[j-an] 'to sleep' and [say] 'to buy' can be obtained by the simple application of the first
part of rule (6) to underlying /jn/ and /sy/ it is not so for others; viz. /nz/ 'to be sold' ->

[anzj , not * [naz] ; /rs/'to settle' -» Tars], not *[ras]; /z3/ 'to grind' -» [az5], not *[za3].
An extra rule of "schwa movement" or "schwa hopping" — the environment of which is highly
restricted — is needed in order to get the correct surface forms for these verbs. Such a

minor rule is clearly ad hoc since its sole function is to "fix up" incorrect outputs yielded
by the application of (6i) to certain /C;^/ stems. Its ad hoc-ness adds to the cost of the

"totally abstract" analysis. Alternatives to the addition of an extra rule, for example
marking these stems with a [-Rule X] feature (in this case (6i)) in the lexicon, are not sat-

isfactory either, as they are just as ad hoc and just as costly.

Finally, even the extrinsic ordering constraint 11
can be dispensed with, as is discussed be-

low, and can be replaced by a random sequential application of the subparts of rule (6). This
is particularly interesting in that it suggests that, at least in some cases, the No-Extrinsic
Ordering Hypothesis currently advocated by some phonologists (Vennemann [1972]; Hooper [1973],
Koutsoudas et al [1974]), can be a viable alternative.

Thus, there exists an equally abstract alternative to the "totally abstract analysis A," which
I will call "The Randomly Ordered Rules Abstract Analysis."

2.2. The Randomly Ordered Rules Abstract Analysis

In this analysis the subparts of the rule of schwa insertion given in (6) can apply randomly

(i.e. unordered) provided there is, in addition, a "corrective" rule of schwa deletion as

stated in (16)

:

(16) a -* 0 / CV

As seen in (17) , the same underlying form uniquely yields the correct output by application of
rules (6) and (16) in any order and in any direction:

(17) a. /#0+x3m-t m#9##/

0+x 3 m-tam#0##

a0+x 3 m+am#0##

a0+xa3m+am#9##

[a0 xa 3 ma m 0]

'You (fern, plur.) worked'

(by 6i)

(by 6ii)

(by 6ii)

“Talmy Givon (personal communication) suggested to me that another possible formal way of
achieving this would be by giving the # in the right hand side of the environment the
value of a consonant. What would follow from this suggestion is that the closed syllable
would be CC or C#. I have not had the time to evaluate this suggestion but will in-
vestigate its consequences in my dissertation.
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(In (17a.) the rules are applied first to the suffix, then to the prefix, then to the stem.)

(17) b. /#0 +x3m+ m#0##

0 +x3am+ m#0## (by 6ii)

0a +x3am+ m#0## (by 6ii)

tb+xSam-tam#6## (by 6i)

0a+x S m+am#0## (by 16)

0a+xa3m+am#0## (by 6ii)

0 +xaSm+am#0## (by 16)

a 6 +xaSm+am#0## (by 6ii)

[aG xaS ma m 0J

(In (17b.) the rules are applied to the stem, then to the prefix, then to the suffix.)

It should be pointed out that the rule stated in (16) , though it was referred to as a "correc-
tive rule," is actually not an ad-hoc one. It simply takes advantage of the general constraint
on the restricted occurrence of schwas exemplified in (3) . It guarantees that no schwas will
occur in an open syllable.

But this alternative analysis, though it does not require extrinsic rule ordering, still suf-
fers from the other pitfalls of the "totally abstract" analysis, namely the abstractness of
the underlying forms and the ad hoc use of boundaries. This brings us to another alternative
analysis, this time a "totally concrete" one.

2.3. The Totally Concrete Analysis

The "abstract" analyses A and B just presented can be said to be motivated by a principle which
plays an important role in the S.P.E. type of phonology (Chomsky and Halle [1968]): the
principle of eliminating, as much as is feasible, redundancy from the lexicon. That is,
things which can be predictable by rule should not be included in the underlying fonns. How-
ever, we have just seen certain difficulties which can result from the strict application of
this principle to the Berber schwa situation.

Now what about the "totally concrete analysis"? This analysis is, likewise, motivated by
general principles. First, the phonetic shape of the least morphologically marked form tends
to be chosen as the underlying form (cf. Greenberg [1966]; Vennemann [1972]). Second, the
principle of minimization of the difference between underlying representation and phonetic
representation (i.e. redundancy does not matter) (cf. Hale [1971], as reported in Kiparsky
[1971] ;

Vennemann [1972J and [1973]; Hooper [1973]). Third, the principle of No-Extrinsic
Rule Ordering (cf. Koutsoudas et al [1971]; Vennemann [1972]; Hooper [1973]). Thus, according
to this concrete approach, forms like the ones given in (2) will appear as given in (18):

(18) /axSam/ 'to work' [x3am]

/azSay/ 'to dwell' [azSay]

/ans/ 'to wear' [ons]

/dar/ 'to go down' [dar]

(i.e. identical to their phonetic shape).

As seen in (19), affixes will appear with vocalic support. (As for the reason why /-a/ does
not appear with a a, cf. £n. 9).
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(19) PERSONAL SUBJECT AFFIXES

SINGULAR PLURAL

1. + 3X 1. H3+

2. 03+ + 3 2m. 03+ +3m

3m. X, + 2f . 03+ + 3m+9

3f

.

03+ 3m. +3n

3f
.

+ 3W+0

(Where m = masculine; and
fa

= feminine
.

)

It should be pointed out that by positing the forms in (19), I am not replacing boundaries
with schwas so as to avoid problems. The positing of affixes with schwas is in accordance
with the second general principle motivating the "totally concrete" analysis. Moreover, a

look at the Berber data presented here as well as other data will indicate that, at the sur-
face level, affixes — with the exception of /-a/ (cf. fn. 9 however) — appear with vocalic
support

.

For the sake of reference, the full preterit conjugation of the verb 'to work' is given in (20)

(20) UNDERLYING PHONETIC

/axSam/ [axSam]

sg- 1. 3xSom+3X 1. [xa3max]

2. 03+3X3 jm+ 3 2. [0ax3am3]

3m. i+ 3X5 am 3m. [
ixSam]

3f

.

03+ 3X3 3m 3f

.

[0ax3am]

pi. 1. n3+3XS jm 1. [naxBam]

2m. 03+3X33m+3in 2m.
[
aOxaBmam]

2f

.

03+3X33m+3m+0 2f

.

[ a 0xa3mam0]

3m. 3XS3m+3n 3m. [xa 3man]

3f

.

JX33m+3H+0 3f

.

(xaSmanB]

In (20) ,
we see that most forms require no more than the addition of the affixes and the low

level phonetic rule of vowel deletion (or absorption) given in (21) :

12

(21) 3 -* 0 / V

Only a few forms require the application of the major rules given in (22) and (23)

:

(22) a -» 0 / — C V

12 It should be pointed out that rule (12) is by no means an ad-hoc rule as it is found to be
operative in other languages. It is similar, for instance, to the elision of a schwa in
front of another vowel in French (e.g. As# aRbR/ -* [laRbR] 'the tree'.)
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(23) 0 -» a / --- C, C V 13

(Again, geminates = CXCX ,
i.e. a sequence).

Given the underlying forms in (18) and rules (21) , (22) and (23) ,
the derivation of the

phonetic forms for the first person singular and the second person feminine plural would be

that given in (24)

:

(24)a. 1ST PERSON SINGULAR (24)b. 2ND PERSON FEM. PLURAL

/#ax3am+ax#/ /#0a+ax3am+ m+0#/

ax S max (by 22) 9a+ax a ma m 8 (by 22)

ax.aSmax (by 23) 0 ax S mam 0 (by 21)

xaSmax (by 22) 0 axaSmam 0 (by 23)

[xaSmax] 0 xaSma m 0 (by 22)

a0 xa3mam 0 (by 23)

[a0 xa3 ma m 0]

It should be noted that: first, unlike analyses A and B, the "totally concrete" analysis does

not require the use of morpheme boundaries for only certain affixes, a practice which we have

indicated to be very questionable. Second, unlike analysis A, it does not require extrinsic

rule ordering. Third, the rules it requires are both natural and needed in the grammar any-

way (especially (23)). And fourth, unlike the other analyses, it does not run into any dif-

ficulty with respect to the /CqC2/ stems (cf. fn. 6 and the discussion on p. 7) : they are

simply listed in the lexicon with their vowel in its appropriate place (cf. (2) and (18)).

Two consequences follow from the "totally concrete" analysis. First, it requires redundant

information in the lexical representation of formatives, since it has been shown that one

can predict the phonetic occurrences of schwas. If this is the correct solution, it implies

that speakers, in learning the grammar of their language, do not make all the possible gen-

eralizations which the data would permit. That is, it implies that rather than constructing

very complex rules the speaker will store formatives with underlying segments which could be

predicted. It may also imply that, instead of storing complicated rules, native speakers

learn patterns; which is what traditional grammarians have said all along.
11

* he do not at

present have any ways of testing this hypothesis; nor does the proposed evaluation metric

permit us to fully compare complexity of rules in relation to complexity in the lexicon.

Second, this analysis shows that given less abstract representation extrinsic ordering is not

necessary. The current debate regarding the No-Extrinsic Rule Ordering Hypothesis is far

from settled (cf. Campbell [1973]). It is still not clear how one is to evaluate the conse-

quences of constraining the ordering of rules in a grammar. It is clear, however, that where

extrinsic ordering is disallowed, certain generalizations concerning predictable surface forms

are lost, at least in this Berber case.

The theoretical implications of the analyses of schwa in Berber are summarized in the chart

given in (25)

:

1

3

Notice that since the environment is not stated as in (6) no directionality is needed.
14An attempt to test whether Berber speakers store formatives like those in (2) as given in

(5) or as given in (18), or whether they learn patterns, is envisaged for my forthcoming
Doctoral Dissertation.
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(25) Analysis A Analysis B Analysis (

Lexical Redundancy NO NO YES

Rule Redundancy NO YES YES

Rule Ordering Extrinsic Intrinsic* Intrinsic

Directionality R to L** NO NO

(Where: * Intrinsic in analysis B = random sequential ordering

** R to L: right to left (extrinsic))

There are further problems, since, in addition to the "totally abstract" and "totally concrete"
analyses there are demonstrably a myriad of "compromise" of "intermediate" analyses which lie
logically in between the two extreme analyses. This is in itself a problem for the theory
since one of its basic stated goals is to seek and select a unique analysis (or solution)

.

Once again, Chomsky and Halle's Evaluation Measure is put to task. And, as stated above, it
does not provide us with an effective way of selecting the unique solution.

2.4. The Intermediate Analyses

The various factors can be permuted to yield intermediate analyses are listed in (26)

:

(26)

a. limiting underlying schwas in one way or another, e.g. (i) /xSam/ instead of /x3m/;
(ii) have schwas only in grammatical morphemes; (iii) have schwas in the stem but
not in grammatical morphemes, etc.

b. using versus not using boundaries of different kinds for grammatical morphemes
(i.e. affixes here.).

c. permitting extrinsic rule ordering versus permitting only intrinsic rule ordering.

d. using directional rules versus non-use of such rules.

An example of an intermediate analysis (or rather strategy) is given in (27)

:

(27)

a. underlying form of the stem: /x3am/ 'to work'.

b. underlying form of affixes: with schwas, except /a/ , etc.

c. rules: (i) a -> 0 / C V

(ii) 0 -» 2 / C C V

d. DERIVATION OF 1ST PERSON SINGULAR:

/#xSom+8x/ -» x3m^x -» [xoSmax] (by 27i and 27ii).

Another example of an intermediate strategy is the one given in (28)
:* 5

1

5

This strategy was suggested to me by Ian Maddison of U.C.L.A. I am grateful to Ian and to

the participants in Prof. Fromkin's seminar for providing me with needed feedback at the

initial stages of the writing of this paper.
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(28)a. underlying form: /xaBam/ 'to work'.

b. affixes with schwas, except /5/.

c. rule: a -* 0 / C V — directionality

d. DERIVATION OF 1ST PERSON SINGULAR:
/#xa3am+ax#/ -* [xaSmax]

right- to- left.

3. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have seen that the problem of acIvm in Berber can be accounted for by a

number of different analyses. This is not surprising and it clearly shows that merely ac-

counting for the data, while necessary, is not a sufficient criterion for deciding between

alternative solutions. Clearly one seeks some principled basis which must be determined by

the theory. It should not be both a problem of accounting for schwa in Berber as well as

"un probleme de choir.” Both the "totally abstract" and the "totally concrete" analyses

were motivated by general principles. But we are still faced with the question as to which

of these principles are to be accepted as theoretical constraints.

Internal formal considerations are not enough to decide. Further work in Berber as well as

other languages, and further comparison of such analyses seems to be required before we can

agree on the theoretical constraints. In addition to formal comparisons it appears that we

must seek external verifications of the theory which will depend on such "performance" factors

as perceptual strategies, storage capacity of the brain, mental generalizing abilities, etc.

Until we find such evidence the linguist is left with choosing the solution which appears to

be the most intuitively satisfying. I find the concrete solution more satisfactory in this

case because of the ad-hoc nautre of the abstract analysis. But using this criterion is not

really satisfactory. Clearly, the theory is still deficient. Hopefully, descriptive work

such as is outlined here will provide some of the necessary input required for revising and

further constraining phonological theory.
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